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Abstract. Cuproptosis a novel copper-dependent cell death modality, plays a crucial part in the oncogenesis, progression and
prognosis of tumors. However, the relationships among DNA-methylation located in cuproptosis-related genes (CRGs), overall
survival (OS) and the tumor microenvironment remain undefined. In this study, we systematically assessed the prognostic value
of CRG-located DNA-methylation for lower-grade glioma (LGG). Clinical and molecular data were sourced from The Cancer
Genome Atlas (TCGA) and Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) databases. We employed Cox hazard regression to examine the
associations between CRG-located DNA-methylation and OS, leading to the development of a prognostic signature. Kaplan-Meier
survival and time-dependent receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analyses were utilized to gauge the accuracy of the signature.
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA) was applied to uncover potential biological functions of differentially expressed genes
between high- and low-risk groups. A three CRG-located DNA-methylation prognostic signature was established based on
TCGA database and validated in GEO dataset. The 1-year, 3-year, and 5-year area under the curve (AUC) of ROC curves in
the TCGA dataset were 0.884, 0.888, and 0.859 while those in the GEO dataset were 0.943, 0.761 and 0.725, respectively.
Cox-regression-analyses revealed the risk signature as an independent risk factor for LGG patients. Immunogenomic profiling
suggested that the signature was associated with immune infiltration level and immune checkpoints. Functional enrichment analysis
indicated differential enrichment in cell differentiation in the hindbrain, ECM receptor interactions, glycolysis and reactive oxygen
species pathway across different groups. We developed and verified a novel CRG-located DNA-methylation signature to predict
the prognosis in LGG patients. Our findings emphasize the potential clinical implications of CRG-located DNA-methylation
indicating that it may serve as a promising therapeutic target for LGG patients.
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1. Introduction1

Lower-grade glioma (LGG) represents around2

22% of all adult brain tumors [1]. Although clinical3
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histopathological characteristics and traditional molec- 4

ular markers like isocyanate dehydrogenase (IDH) mu- 5

tations and 1p/19q co-deletion status help to further 6

differentiate most LGGs and enhance patient progno- 7

sis [2], the progression-free survival for cases with inop- 8

erable or residual disease necessitating therapy is only 9

about 40%, resulting in a poor prognosis [3]. Multiple 10

studies have developed biomarkers that improve LGG 11

prognostication. For example, Song et al. defined indent 12

a 21-mRNA signature which has reliable prognostic 13

value for LGGs and might facilitate the effective strati- 14
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fication and individualized management of patients [4].15

Zhang et al. constructed a six immune-related gene sig-16

nature and established a prognostic nomogram effective17

in risk stratification and prediction of overall survival18

in LGG [5]. Guo et al. found a nomogram based on19

methylation-driven genes combined with clinicopatho-20

logical parameters for predicting prognosis in LGG [6].21

Nevertheless, even with molecular and clinicopatholog-22

ical factors considered, their ability to precisely forecast23

patient outcomes remains limited. Consequently, the24

development and validation of novel practical molec-25

ular signatures to better assess prognosis and facilitate26

personalized therapy in LGG patients remain a pressing27

need.28

Copper is a vital nutrient that plays a crucial role in29

numerous biological processes. Its importance is evi-30

dent in cell proliferation, where it contributes to the di-31

vision and multiplication of cells, enabling growth and32

tissue repair [7]. Copper is also integral to the process33

of cell growth, as it regulates the synthesis and activa-34

tion of various enzymes and proteins [8]. Furthermore,35

copper is implicated in metabolism, where it functions36

as a cofactor for essential enzymes involved in energy37

production and the breakdown of various nutrients [9].38

Cuproptosis, a novel type of non-apoptotic programmed39

cell death, plays a critical role in cell biology [10]40

and has been connected to numerous death pathways,41

such as apoptosis, autophagy, kinase signaling and anti-42

angiogenesis [11]. Recent studies consistently illumi-43

nated that copper metabolism and cuproptosis-related44

genes (CRGs) might influence tumor progression and45

act as potential indicators for prognosis [12,13,14]. For46

instance, FDX1 has been found to impact tumor cell47

metabolism and immune microenvironment [15,16],48

while LIPT1 expression is strongly correlated with im-49

mune infiltration and can predict melanoma progno-50

sis [12].51

Past research has shown that DNA-methylation sta-52

tus proves to be more dependable than gene expres-53

sion when it comes to tumour prognosis [17,18], play-54

ing an influential role in tumour development [19],55

patient stratification [20] and targeted treatment [21].56

Owing to its high dependability, prevalence and ac-57

cessibility, DNA-methylation is extensively utilized as58

a prognostic biomarker for ovarian cancer [22], cu-59

taneous melanoma [23], vulvar squamous cell carci-60

noma [24] and lower-grade glioma [25]. At present,61

several studies have demonstrated the impact of CRGs62

on the prognosis of LGG. For example, Bao et al. es-63

tablished a CRG risk model for LGG patients’ therapy64

status and prognosis and highlight the potential clini-65

cal implications of CRGs, suggesting that cuproptosis 66

may be the potential therapeutic target for patients with 67

LGG [26]. Chen et al. found that high-risk individuals 68

in LGG can be reliably identified by the model based 69

on cuproptosis-related genes [27]. However, the prog- 70

nostic performances of CRG-located DNA-methylation 71

in LGG remain uncertain, making it crucial to further 72

investigate the connection between CRG-located DNA- 73

methylation and LGG. 74

Here, we aimed to investigate the significance of 75

CRG-located DNA-methylation in the prognosis and 76

tumor microenvironment (TME) infiltration in LGG. 77

Using LGG DNA-methylation-level, gene expression 78

data, clinical data, and combined CRGs, we established 79

a CRG-located DNA-methylation signature. After vali- 80

dation, we also examined patient prognosis and immune 81

status based on this signature and conducted functional 82

enrichment analysis to uncover possible mechanisms 83

of action. Our findings provide valuable insights into 84

CRG-located DNA-methylation in LGG and an effec- 85

tive prognosis prediction tool for patients. 86

2. Materials and methods 87

2.1. Acquisition of dataset from public online 88

databases and preprocessing 89

We collected DNA-methylation data, transcriptional 90

profiles and clinical data from the TCGA database. The 91

GEO database (GSE104293, N = 132) were used for 92

validation sets [28]. DNA methylation levels were ex- 93

pressed as β values ranging from 0 (no methylation) 94

to 1 (100% methylation). Only samples with both sur- 95

vival status and time information were used. Control 96

gene expression profiles from the GTEx project [29]. 97

We searched for 96 CRGs in previous literature [30], 98

and 1116 DNA-methylation site located in the CRGs 99

were acquired from the methylation annotation file of 100

the TCGA database using Perl (version 5.26.3) script 101

for further analyses. The technical roadmap is detailed 102

in Fig. S1. 103

2.2. CRG-located DNA-methylation signature 104

construction 105

We conducted a univariate-Cox-regression-analysis 106

to preliminarily identify 414 prognostic CRG DNA- 107

methylation sites related to OS from 1116 DNA- 108

methylation site located in the CRGs using R package 109

“survival” [31]. A multivariate-Cox-regression-analysis 110
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Table 1
Three CRG-located DNA-methylation sites that was significantly related to survival of LGG patients in TCGA dataset

ID Location Gene Gene location Type P value1 P value2

cg04174091 chr11: 123064514–123064515 HSPA8 chr11: 123057489–123063230 S_Shore 2.39E-09 1.54E-09
cg07562918 chr9: 21994436–21994437 CDKN2A chr10: 21967752–21995301 Island 1.92E-10 1.48E-09
cg08795279 chr16: 56589904–56589905 MT3 chr16: 56589074–56591088 Island 2.21E-13 1.96E-04

1. in univariate-Cox-regression-analysis; 2. in multivariate-Cox-regression-analysis.

was then performed to estimate and weight the regres-111

sion coefficients of the prognostic DNA methylation112

sites, and construct all possible models of 2–3 sites in113

414 prognostic CRG DNA-methylation sites. Finally, a114

CRG-located DNA-methylation signature was selected115

as the best prognostic model for predicting survival116

through ROC analyses. The risk scores for each LGG117

patient were calculated based on the CRG-located DNA118

methylation signature.119

2.3. Validation of the CRG-located DNA-methylation120

signature121

We also assessed the differences in OS among differ-122

ent subgroups using Kaplan-Meier survival curves. To123

verify the independence of the signature in predicting124

prognosis, Cox-regression-analyses of the risk score125

and clinical characteristics were performed. To indi-126

vidualize the predicted survival probability of LGG pa-127

tients, a nomogram of clinical characteristics and the128

riskscore was used to verify the signature. The specific129

methods are the same as in the literature [32].130

2.4. Evaluation of the immunogenomic landscape131

We used the ESTIMATE [33] and CIBERSORT [34]132

algorithm to calculate vaious immune-related score,133

and 22 immune cells infiltration for each CM pa-134

tient. The Spearman correlation of riskscore with im-135

munogenomic landscape and ICGs [32,35,36] were cal-136

culated. The difference in the immunogenomic land-137

scape and ICGs expression between high- and low-risk138

groups were compared using Mann-Whitney U-test.139

2.5. Functional enrichment analysis140

To examine the difference in biological function be-141

tween high- and low-risk groups, GSEA was performed142

using the sample groups and gene expression data from143

TCGA database. “c5.go.v2022.1.Hs.symbols.gmt”,144

“c2.cp.kegg.v2022.1.Hs.symbols.gmt” were chosen as145

the gene sets database. Setting the permutations value146

to default value 1000 for computing Normalized enrich-147

ment score (NES). Signaling pathways with adjusted148

P < 0.05 were defined as significant enrichment. The149

specific methods are the same as in the literature [32].150

2.6. Statistical analysis 151

Statistical analyses in this study were conducted us- 152

ing R.4.0.3. Correlation coefficients were assessed us- 153

ing Spearman analysis. The Kaplan-Meier analysis was 154

conducted to demonstrate the difference in prognosis 155

between the two groups, and Wilcoxon-rank test was 156

employed to identify the significance of differences. 157

The Mann-Whitney-U test was conducted to illustrate 158

the variables between the two groups. P values < 0.05 159

indicated statistical significance. 160

3. Results 161

3.1. Screening and construction of prognostic 162

signature based on CRG-located 163

DNA-methylation 164

We extracted 96 CRGs and their corresponding 1116 165

DNA-methylation sites. After filtering for 414 DNA- 166

methylation sites significantly correlated with patient 167

prognosis (P < 0.05) using univariate-Cox-regression- 168

analysis, we constructed a prognostic signature using 169

the rest sites in multivariate-Cox-regression-analyses. 170

The final model consisted of three DNA-methylation 171

sites, forming the CRG-located DNA-methylation sig- 172

nature: risk score = (−2.446 × β value of cg04174091) 173

+ (6.8974 × β value of cg07562918) + (−1.4901 × 174

β value of cg08795279). The genes coverd these sites 175

were HSPA8 (heat shock protein family A (Hsp70) 176

member 8), CDKN2A (cyclin dependent kinase in- 177

hibitor 2A), and MT3 (metallothionein 3). The more in- 178

formation of these DNA-methylation sites are presented 179

in Table 1. 180

3.2. Evaluating the established CRG-located 181

DNA-methylation signature 182

The Cox regression analysis, which utilized the 183

riskscore as a consecutive variable demonstrated that 184

our CRG-located DNA-methylation signature was sig- 185

nificantly correlated to the patients’ OS (P = 1.79E-29, 186

HR: 2.711, 95% CI of HR: 2.80–3.24). At the begin- 187
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ning, patients were divided into high-risk and low-risk188

categories using the median riskscore (−1.588) as the189

threshold (Fig. 1A). As illustrated in Fig. 1B, With the190

rise in risk score, there was a decline in OS and a cor-191

responding increase in the number of fatalities. In the192

risk model, the hypermethylation of cg04174091 and193

cg08795279 correlated with longer OS, while hyper-194

methylation of cg07562918 was associated with shorter195

OS (Fig. 1C). Furthermore, notable differences in DNA-196

methylation-levels were observed between long-term197

(> 3 years) and short-term survival patients (< 3 years)198

(Fig. 1D) (P < 0.01, Mann-Whitney-U-test).199

Kaplan-Meier-survival-analysis indicated that the200

high-risk group experienced poorer OS (P = 5.13E-11,201

Fig. 2A). ROC-curve-analysis revealed that the CRG-202

located DNA-methylation signature demonstrated high203

accuracy in predicting 1-, 3- and 5-year OS, with the204

area-under-the-curve (AUC) values all exceeding 0.85205

(Fig. 2B).206

To further confirm the prognostic value of this CRG-207

located DNA-methylation signature, we evaluated its208

impact on an independent dataset of LGG patients from209

GEO database. As anticipated, Kaplan-Meier-analysis210

revealed that cases in the high-risk group had signif-211

icantly shorter OS (P = 0.0001) (Fig. 2C), and the212

prediction accuracy of the signature at 1-year, 3-year,213

and 5-year were 0.943, 0.761 and 0.725, respectively214

(Fig. 2D). These findings demonstrated that the signa-215

ture has a strong predictive effect in assessment prog-216

nosis and serves as an excellent predictor of prognosis217

in another independent datasets.218

3.3. Relationships between CRG-located219

DNA-methylation signature and clinicopathologic220

factors221

Many clinical factors can influence patient sur-222

vival [37]. To assess the connection between the CRG-223

located DNA-methylation signature and clinical charac-224

teristics, we in turn examined the differences in clinical225

features between the two group and the performance of226

the signature among patients categorized by different227

clinical aspects in TCGA. The findings showed no no-228

table distinctions between patients categorized based229

on gender in both analysis (Fig. 3A and G). Older in-230

dividuals (> 45) or those with a higher tumor grade231

(G3) exhibited significantely higher risk scores together232

with worse OS (Fig. 3B-C and H-I). Patients with IDH1233

mutation generally had lower risk scores and longer234

OS (Fig. 3D and J). Family history is another crucial235

risk factor for glioma, and we found that patients with236

a family history had higher risk scores and poorer OS, 237

although no differences were observed in survival anal- 238

ysis. Additionally, patients with astrocytomas generally 239

had higher risk scores and worse outcomes than those 240

with oligodendrogliomas (Fig. 3F and L). 241

3.4. Analysis of independence and nomogram 242

construction 243

To investigate the independence of the CRG-located 244

DNA-methylation signature from other clinical fac- 245

tors, we conducted Cox-regression-analyses (Fig. 4A 246

and B). Univariate-Cox-regression results uncovered 247

that riskscore, age, grade, IDH1 mutation status, 248

and histologic subtype were significantly associated 249

with LGG patients’ OS. Multivariate-Cox-regression- 250

analysis demonstrated that the riskscore remained sig- 251

nificantly connected to patients’ OS, suggesting the 252

signature could function as an independent prognostic 253

biomarker for OS in LGG. 254

To precisely predict survival probability, we devised 255

a nomogram for OS estimation by incorporating the 256

signature and other clinicopathological features, such 257

as age, grade, IDH1 mutation status and histologic sub- 258

type (Fig. 4C). The findings indicated that the predictive 259

nomogram was valuable for guiding clinical manage- 260

ment. 261

3.5. Association of CRG-located DNA-methylation 262

signature with immune landscape 263

In order to investigate the differences in the immune 264

microenvironment between the two groups, we stud- 265

ied the connection between the immunogenomic pro- 266

file and riskscore. Our findings indicated a negatively 267

correlation between the risk-score and various charac- 268

teristics, including ESTIMATE scores, immune scores, 269

stromal scores, and specific cell types such as Plasma 270

cells, CD8 T cells, naive CD4 T cells, regulatory T 271

cells, M0 Macrophages, M2 Macrophages, resting Mast 272

cells, activated Mast cells, and Neutrophils (Fig. 5A). 273

The CIBERSORT analysis supported the existence of 274

unique ESTIMATE scores, immune scores, stromal 275

scores for the high- and low-risk groups (Fig. 5B). The 276

analysis of immune cell infiltration in the TME showed 277

that high-risk patients exhibited increased infiltration 278

of CD8+ T cells, M0 Macrophages, M2 Macrophage, 279

resting Mast cells, while reduced infiltration of activated 280

Mast cells and Neutrophils (Fig. 5C). We also analyzed 281

the relationship between the expression of three gene 282

and the infiltration level of Immune cells. HSPA8 ex- 283
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Fig. 1. Correlation between the signature and OS in the TCGA cohort. (A) The distribution of risk score. (B) The distribution of OS and survival
status of each patient as risk score increases. Patients were divided into high- and low-risk groups using the median score as the cut-off value.
(C) The distribution of OS and survival status of each patient as DNA methlation level increases. (D) DNA methylation levels of three DNA
methylation sites in patients with short (OS < 3 years) and long survival (OS > 3 years). The thick line represents the median, the bottom and top
of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles (interquartile range), and the whiskers indicated the min and max. Differences between short and long
survival groups were compared by the Mann-Whitney U test.
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Fig. 2. Kaplan-Meier and ROC curves of the CRG-located DNA-methylation signature in the discovery (A-B) and validation sets (C-D).
Kaplan-Meier analysis combined with Wilcoxon test was used to visualize and compare the OS in low- and high-risk groups. AUC values for the
1, 3, and 5-year survival to show the prognostic performance of the signature.

pression showed a significant positive correlation with284

the infiltration level of CD8+ T cells (P < 0.001) and285

a significant negative correlation with CD4+ T cells,286

macrophages, neutrophil and Dendritic cell lympho-287

cytic infiltration (P < 0.001) (Fig. S2). CDKN2A ex-288

pression exhibited a significant positive correlation with289

CD4+ T cells and macrophages infiltration (P < 0.01)290

and and a significant negative relationship with CD8+ T291

cells infiltration (P < 0.001) (Fig. S3). MT3 expression292

displayed a significant negative association with infil-293

tration of CD4+ T cells (P < 0.05) (Fig. S4). This evi-294

dence suggests that the CRG-located DNA-methylation295

signature might play a role in shaping the immune cell296

composition and influence the tumor microenvironment 297

(TME). 298

As the relevance of immunotherapy in clinical treat- 299

ment is undeniable, it is essential to investigate the dis- 300

tinctions in immune checkpoint gene (ICG) expression 301

between the high- and low-risk categories. Our study 302

discovered a direct relationship between the riskscore 303

and ICG expression (Fig. 6A), and the demonstrated 304

notably increased ICG expression in comparison to the 305

low-risk group (Fig. 6B). This implies that the high- 306

risk group may be more closely linked to compromised 307

tumor immune, which in turn influences patient out- 308

comes. 309
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Fig. 3. Association between the CRG-located DNA-methylation signature and clinical factors in the TCGA set. (A–F) The constituent ratio of
clinical factors in the low- or high-risk group, and distribution of risk-score in different groups based on pathological characteristics. ∗∗∗∗P <
0.0001, ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗P < 0.05. (G–L) Kaplan-Meier curves of LGG patients stratified by clinical factors.
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Fig. 4. The Cox regression (A-B) of risk scores and clinical characteristics. ∗∗∗∗P < 0.0001, ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗P < 0.05. (C) The
nomogram for OS prediction, which consisted of age, grade, IDH1 mutation status, histologic subtype and the riskscore.

3.6. Functional enrichment analyses310

We further investigated the disparities in signaling311

pathways between high- and low-risk patients by em-312

ploying GSEA to reveal specific enrichment pathways.313

GO analysis demonstrated that significant activation oc-314

curred in low-risk patients regarding hindbrain cell dif- 315

ferentiation, cytoplasmic translation, positive regulation 316

of nuclear transcriptional mRNA catabolic predenyla- 317

tion dependent decay belonging to biological process 318

aspect, protein phosphatase type 2a complex belonging 319

to cellular component aspect, and demethylase activ- 320
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Fig. 5. Estimated infiltration level of tumor-infiltrating leukocytes (TILs) in individuals based on the DNA-methylation signature. (A) Correlation
between signature and immune infiltration. (B-C) The differences in various immune score and infiltration levels of 22 immune cells in different
groups. ∗∗∗∗P < 0.0001, ∗∗∗P < 0.001, ∗∗P < 0.01, ∗P < 0.05.

ity belonging to molecular function aspect (Fig. S5A).321

KEGG analysis exposed enriched pathways in the high-322

risk group, such as pantothenate and co-biosynthesis323

pathway, drug metabolism and other enzymes path-324

way, as well as ECM receptor interactions (Fig. S5B).325

Lastly, Hallmark analysis revealed an overrepresenta-326

tion of peroxisome, glycolysis, reactive oxygen species327

pathway and estrogen response late in high-risk group328

(Fig. S5C).329

3.7. Correlation between gene expression and 330

methylation status 331

Epigenetic modifications have been demonstrated to 332

affect RNA content and in turn plays a key role in the 333

development of tumour. The genes coverd cg04174091, 334

cg07562918, cg08795279 were HSPA8, CDKN2A, and 335

MT3. Our analysis found that the methylation-levels 336

of cg07562918 and cg08795279 were found to be sig- 337
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Fig. 6. Correlation analysis of the signature. (A) Correlation of CRG-located DNA-methylation signature with ICGs. The colors above represent
the Spearman’s correlation coefficients, and the colors below represent P -values. (B) The expressions of ICGs in different groups.

nificantly negatively linked with their gene expression338

(Fig. S6B and C). Meanwhile, we found that HSPA8339

and CDKN2A expression were significantly higher in340

LGG than the normal tissues, while MT3 expression341

was lower (Fig. S6D–F). In addition, the combined sig-342

nature of these three methylations can offer better po-343

tential than single DNA methylation in LGG (Fig. S7).344

4. Discussion345

Copper is an essential element involved in cell prolif-346

eration and death and serves as a crucial cofactor for en-347

zymes and transport proteins [38]. Recently, several re-348

searches have indicated a significant increase in copper 349

levels in malignancies and the vital role of cuproptosis 350

in cancer progression [15]. Consequently, CRG-located 351

DNA-methylation warrants attention and prognostic 352

biomarkers based on CRG-located DNA-methylation 353

may help improve the survival rate of LGG patients. To 354

date, no research has focused on prognostic biomarkers 355

based on CRG-located DNA-methylation. In the current 356

study, we constructed a CRG-located DNA-methylation 357

signature for LGG, which would probably be the first 358

risk-assessment signature of its kind and could lay the 359

foundation for novel therapeutic targets in prognosis 360

and clinical treatment. 361

Aberrant DNA-methylation has been linked to the de- 362
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velopment of various malignancies [39,40]. Epigenetic363

modifications have been demonstrated to affect RNA364

content and in turn plays a key role in the development365

of tumour [41]. Interestingly, the methylation-levels of366

cg07562918 and cg08795279 were found to be signif-367

icantly negatively linked with their gene expression.368

Several studies have highlighted that the correspond-369

ing genes of three DNA-methylation sites may play an370

essential role in cancer development. HSPA8, a crucial371

mediator in maintaining intracellular proteins and regu-372

lating cellular activity [42]. Its function include folding373

and transporting newly synthesized polypeptides, acti-374

vating proteolysis of misfolded proteins and formimg375

and dissociating protein complexes [43]. HSPA8 ex-376

pression has been positively correlated with glioma377

grade, and its knockdown effectively inhibited cell pro-378

liferation and increased apoptosis [44]. Additionally,379

HSPA8-dependent activation of FAK-Src signaling has380

been hypothesized to partially induce the migratory381

and invasive ability of glioma cells [45]. CDKN2A fre-382

quently mutated or deleted in a variety of tumors is con-383

sidered an important tumor suppressor gene. CDKN2A384

hypermethylation can cause gene loss, an important385

event in some cancers, and patients with hypermethyla-386

tion have poorer prognosis in colorectal, hepatocellu-387

lar and lung cancers [46,47]. Homozygous deletion of388

CDKN2A has been recognized as a prognostic indicator389

in glioma as well [48]. MT3, a member of the metalloth-390

ionein family (MTF) is very important in metal home-391

ostasis, heavy metal toxicity prevention, DNA damage392

and oxidative stress. MT3 is involved in the formation,393

development and drug resistance of various malignan-394

cies by participating in the Metal ion SLC transporters395

pathway and the Cellular responses to stimuli path-396

way [49]. High MT3 expression has been associated397

with patient survival and can be used as a prognostic398

marker in gliomas [50]. Furthermore, MT3 has been399

implicated in autophagy of astrocytes and may be a400

therapeutic target in glioma [51]. Even though more401

research and supplementary experiments are needed to402

understand the function of these three genes in LGG,403

the DNA-methylation at these locations serves as fitting404

biomarkers for forecasting patient outcomes.405

Tumor immunotherapy is a new therapeutic approach406

that has made substantial progress in both fundamen-407

tal research and clinical practice in recent decades.408

Complex tumor microenvironment is known to regu-409

late tumor development and growth in gliomas, and410

tumor-infiltrating immune cells are an important part of411

this microenvironment [52]. Here we found that ESTI-412

MATE scores, immune scores, and stromal scores, and413

the expression of ICGs were significantly higher in the 414

high-risk group. The analysis of immune cell infiltration 415

in the TME showed that high-risk patients exhibited in- 416

creased infiltration of CD8+ T cells, M0 Macrophages, 417

M2 Macrophage, resting Mast cells, while reduced 418

infiltration of activated Mast cells and Neutrophils. 419

Meanwhile, the expression of HSPA8 was significantly 420

positively related to the infiltration level of CD8+ T 421

cells, and negatively correlated with CD4+ T cells, 422

macrophages, neutrophil and Dendritic cell lympho- 423

cytic infiltration. The expression of CDKN2A was sig- 424

nificantly positively related to the infiltration level of 425

CD4+ T cells and macrophages, and negatively cor- 426

related with CD8+ T cells infiltration. The expression 427

of MT3 was significantly negatively correlated with 428

CD4+ T cells infiltration. Moreover, the extracellu- 429

lar matrix (ECM) is a vital component of the tumor 430

microenvironment. The ECM-receptor interaction per- 431

forms an instrumental function in modulating the pro- 432

liferation, differentiation, as well as apoptosis of tu- 433

mor cells [53]. Our KEGG functional enrichment anal- 434

ysis demonstrated that aberrant activation of the ECM- 435

receptor interaction was linked to the onset and pro- 436

gression of LGG. Reactive oxygen species also func- 437

tion to modulate the tumor environment, affecting the 438

various stromal cells that provide metabolic support, a 439

blood supply and immune responses to the tumor [54]. 440

Our Hallmark analysis indicated that reactive oxygen 441

species pathway was activated in high-risk LGG pa- 442

tients. Demethylase inhibitor development is being ex- 443

plored by numerous research due to the therapeutic 444

promise of targeting histone methylation in cancer and 445

other disorders [55]. Our GO analysis also indicated 446

that demethylase activity was inhibited in LGG patients 447

with high-risk. These results suggested that the signa- 448

ture may affect the tumor microenvironment and our 449

CRG-located DNA-methylation signature, although de- 450

veloped for accurate prognosis, may also have potential 451

as a guide for precision tumor immunotherapy. 452

Investigating the biological characteristics and sig- 453

naling pathways associated with cuproptosis can offer 454

valuable insights into the role of cuproptosis in tumor 455

initiation and progression. This deeper understanding 456

can aid in the identification of novel prognostic fac- 457

tors and potential therapeutic targets for LGG [10]. 458

While certain DNA methylation prognostic biomarkers 459

demonstrate superior prognostic performance [56,57], 460

CRG-located DNA methylation markers are particularly 461

associated with cuproptosis. Integrating these markers 462

with other cuproptosis-related prognostic biomarkers, 463

such as RNA expression, protein expression, and his- 464
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tone modifications, may enhance patient risk stratifica-465

tion and inform individualized treatment strategies [58].466

The specific biological context of cuproptosis-related467

markers facilitates the discovery of direct connections468

between them, providing a more comprehensive under-469

standing of the relationship between cuproptosis pro-470

cesses and LGG tumor biology. This approach enables471

the assessment of patients’ prognostic risk from multi-472

ple omics perspectives, elucidating cuproptosis mech-473

anisms and delivering more accurate and comprehen-474

sive information for LGG clinical treatment decision-475

making [59]. Moreover, it may help identify biologi-476

cally relevant therapeutic targets within cuproptosis-477

related biological processes or signaling pathways, ul-478

timately improving treatment outcomes for LGG pa-479

tients [60]. Furthermore, analyzing the associations be-480

tween different biomarkers can enhance our understand-481

ing of cuproptosis mechanisms in tumor initiation, pro-482

gression, and prognosis, offering theoretical support for483

the development of innovative treatment methods [61].484

Looking ahead, further improvement is still needed485

in the CRG-located DNA-methylation signature con-486

structed in this study. The combination of DNA-487

methylation sites was based on the information of LGG488

patients in the TCGA dataset, and it was verified only489

in the GEO datasets. To further confirm the applicabil-490

ity of the signature, more experimental validation were491

needed to be accumulated in the future. At the same492

time, the effect of signature in improving the quality of493

life in patients was still needed to be verified in clinical494

practice. Furthermore, we anticipate further advances in495

the glioma field using CRG-located DNA methylation496

prognostic markers. Given the complex etiology and497

development mechanisms of LGG [62], abnormalities498

in the cuproptosis pathway may directly impact dis-499

ease progression in only a subset of patients. Future500

research should explore strategies to identify this pa-501

tient subgroup through stratification studies, as CRG-502

located DNA methylation markers may exhibit greater503

specificity and sensitivity within this population. Si-504

multaneously, with advancements in DNA methylation-505

based liquid biopsy techniques [63], we aim to inte-506

grate CRG-located DNA methylation prognostic mark-507

ers with these methodologies. By quantifying tumor-508

derived DNA fragments in blood or cerebrospinal fluid509

using DNA methylation-based liquid biopsy techniques,510

abnormal methylation patterns can be detected, facili-511

tating disease monitoring and therapeutic efficacy as-512

sessment for glioma patients [64].513

5. Conclusions 514

We developed and validated a CRG-located DNA- 515

methylation signature by analyzing TCGA and GEO 516

DNA-methylation data, which can function as a depend- 517

able and effective independent prognostic biomarker for 518

LGG patients. This signature was associated with tumor 519

immune infiltration and the expression of ICGs, poten- 520

tially influencing LGG patients outcomes by altering 521

the tumor microenvironment (TME). Although further 522

investigation is needed to fully understand the specific 523

function this present research offers theoretical basis 524

for enhancing clinical management and fostering the 525

advancement of personalized therapy for LGG patients. 526
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